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Abstract
In CAD systems, formal geometric solvers enable the designer to draw a sketch and to provide
constraints that are compiled into a construction plan by symbolic geometric reasoning. Then the
plan is interpreted in order to generate the required figure. In case there are multiple solutions, they
allow to scan the entire solution space. But when the number of solutions becomes too high, it is very
time-consuming to examine each of them to determine which one is the closest to the user’s will. In
this paper, we introduce a sketch-based heuristic that enables to easily eliminate most of the solutions
and to keep, among a solution space represented by a tree, only one branch, or at the worst a small
subtree of solutions, that has the best likeness with the original sketch. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In Computer-Aided Design (CAD), drawing constrained figures and automatically
solving them are subjects that have been studied by many authors [1,3,5,6,15,17,20,22,24],
but that still remain topical. In geometric modeling, constraints bring a precise description
of geometric properties that must be respected by the object. Since I.E. Sutherland’s
Sketchpad [25], various ways of solving constraints have been considered. Two main
classes can be distinguished: numerical approaches and formal methods. The first ones
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Fig. 1. “15 triangles” configuration: the sketch.
are often chosen, and consist in solving numerically the equation system related to the
dimensions [12,16,17]. A formal resolution of the symbolic constraint system offers the
advantage of efficiently manipulating the defined figure by varying parameters values [1,
5,6,21]. Unfortunately, algebraic tools for formal calculus, e.g., computer algebra systems
[11], are much too general to be efficient for that purpose.
Within our team, we gave priority to a both formal and geometric approach: resolution
tools that we propose are based on classic geometry, more particularly geometric
constructions domain, and on symbolic reasoning, more precisely rule-based systems.
They are specialized enough to be efficient to solve most problems in CAD. Then, in a
first stage, the result of the formal resolution of a constraint system is a construction plan
describing, in the right order, the objects to build and the operations to apply so as to obtain
a solution figure. A second stage consists in numerically interpreting this construction plan,
by replacing the parameters with dimensions values. This approach was materialized by a
software called YAMS 1 [8,9,18] that associates a formal geometric solver with the 3D
topology-based modeller Topofil [2].
Whatever the approach, numerical or formal, algebraic or geometric, a constraint system
doesn’t usually define a single figure. When an infinite number of figures satisfies the
constraints, the system is said under-constrained. When the set of solutions is finite and
non empty, the system is said well-constrained. In the case of a well-constrained system,
the exploration of the solutions space is not as easy as it seems. Indeed, the existence of
polynomial equations whose degree is higher or equal to 2, on an algebraic point of view,
or of multiple intersections, on a geometric point of view, quickly leads to a combinatorial
explosion of the number of solutions. As regards our approach, this increase in the number
of solutions is the result of the existence of multifunctions in the construction plan.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows a sketch made up of fifteen adjacent triangles. The lengths
of all their sides are asked to be equal to a given dimension. This kind of configuration
was studied by Owen [20], and is known to have 2p−2 distinct solutions, where p is the
number of points. In our case, with 17 points, we obtain 32768 solutions (triangles are
often superposed, because their sides are equal). Some of them are presented in Fig. 2.
In most cases, CAD users only want one solution figure when they design an object.
That’s why an important matter of geometric solvers is identifying the solution that is most
consistent with the user’s expectations, as we can see in [3] and [17]. The most common
response to this problem is the use of heuristics to filter the results. When using a numerical
method, the constrained figure is compared with each of the numerical solutions. This is
1 YAMS: Yet Another Meta Solver.
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Fig. 2. Five solutions among 32768 to “15 triangles”.
generally characterized by slow runtimes, and there is often more than one solution left.
Our formal approach allow us to take advantage of the construction program to compare
the sketch with a solution.
Another concern of our team relates to software engineering, and deals with rigorous
description of the models [7], and of their development [2]. That’s why we used algebraic
specifications formalism, and more particularly OBJ3 language, to describe our geometric
universe, and every notion we use. Notice that every notion used was specified using OBJ3
and submitted to a series of tests. Another specification of analytic geometric universe
thanks to algebraic techniques can be found in [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines our formal approach
of constraints solving, and the relating notions. Section 3 exposes our vision of likeness
between figures, and a structuring of the solutions space. Section 4 presents a method to
choose the intended figure amongst many solutions. Section 5 deals with restrictions that
apply to it, and the way to solve particular cases. Section 6 shows some results provided
by our technique, and Section 7 concludes.
2. Geometric constraints system solving
Our original approach to formal geometric construction of rigid bodies in the Euclidean
plane was made a reality with the prototype called YAMS. That is a formal 2D geometric
solver associated with the 3D topology-based modeller Topofil [2]. A precise description
of this association can be found in [18] and [9], so we’ll only present here the solver part,
which acts in two stages, a symbolic one and an interpretative one.
2.1. Symbolic resolution
In the first stage, given a dimensioned sketch, the solver associates the geometric
objects with some identifiers, then turns the constraints into formal parameters to form
the geometric constraint system as it is defined below.
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Definition 1 (Constraint system). A geometric constraint system is a triple S = (U,X,C),
where U a set of parameters,X is a set of unknowns, and C a set of constraints of the form
C = {p1(U,X), . . . ,pr (U,X)},
where each pi(U,X) is a predicative term, namely a constraint, whose variables are in X
or in U .
Example 2. An example of dimensioned sketch is shown on the left hand side of Fig. 3.
The first object, made up of two line segments and an arc, is subjected to topological
constraints (incidence and adjacency) deduced from the sketch, and metric constraints
given by the user. As shown on the diagram, there are constraints on the two line segments
lengths, on the oriented angle between these segments, and on the arc’s radius. This arc is
asked to have the same center as the circle that forms the second part of the figure. Finally,
we want the radius of this circle to be half the radius of the arc. The sketch as it is drawn
does not respect the metric constraints, but respects incidence and adjacency constraints.
The right hand side of Fig. 3 shows how YAMS associates identifiers to geometric objects.
By convention, pi , ci , li , ki , and ai are the chosen names for points, circles, lines,
lengths and angles, respectively. The corresponding constraint system is presented on
Table 1.
When the user gives a dimensioned sketch, he actually provides YAMS some numerical
values, for example distpp(p1,p2,5), which are abstracted in flight to produce constraints,
such as distpp(p1,p2, k2) and k2 = initl(5). More precisely, the user provides an
Fig. 3. A sketch with constraints (left hand side) and identifiers association (right hand side).
Table 1
Constraints corresponding to Fig. 4 example
egal_p(p5, p4) angle(p1, p2, p1, p3, a1) onc(p2, c1)
centre(c2, p5) distpp(p1, p2, k2) onl(p3, l2)
centre(c1, p4) distpp(p1, p3, k1) onl(p2, l1)
radius(c2, k4) fixorgpl(p1, l1, p2) onl(p1, l2)
radius(c1, k3) onc(p3, c1) onl(p1, l1)
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instanciated system Su = (∅,X,Cu), where u is the tuple of the dimensions values,
and YAMS transforms it into a system S = (U,X,C), where each symbol of U is the
abstraction of a dimension value, and C is the set of constraints given by the user where
each dimension value is replaced by a symbol in U . It is possible to get back to Su from
S by instanciating symbols in U with values from u. An advantage of the formal approach
is that changing the values of u does not affect the solving process. In the same way,
in the particular case where all the constraints are metric constraints, that is involving
dimensions, if u is the tuple of the values read on the sketch, then the sketch is a solution
of Su.
Then, according to the constraints, YAMS produces definitions of the form y =
g(u1, . . . , us, x1, . . . , xk) that ensure correspondence between functional terms and identi-
fiers. The definitions are brought together forming a general construction plan, which is the
result of the formal phase. This plan indicates how and in what order the geometric objects
must be built to produce the figure. More formally, a plan T is the result of a symbolic
resolution of constraint system S if T is a triangular system, that is composed of defini-
tions of the form xi = g(u1, . . . , us, x1, . . . , xi−1) where 16 i 6 r , r being the number of
variables in T , and S ≡ T , that is S and T have the same solutions. We also say that T is
a solved system. Using instanciation of parameter symbols in U with values of any tuple
u, we obtain Su ≡ Tu.
Example 3. A construction plan corresponding to the constrained sketch of Example 2,
that is where the parameters values were given by the user, is listed in Fig. 4, on the left. In
order to make this example clearer, we sum up some functional symbols and their profiles
on Table 2.
In addition, YAMS contains some original features that makes resolutions easier. The
solver is able to break the initial geometric constraint system into smaller ones. This
decomposition is a bottom-up process: the subsystems are discovered during the solving
process. The philosophy is to solve subfigures independently and then to glue them together
with a mechanism called assembling. Decomposition of the geometric constraint system
is based upon the stability under displacements of dimensioned systems. YAMS uses a
collaboration of several local methods, such as knowledge-based systems and Newton–
Table 2
Some functional symbols and their profiles
Symbol Profile Comment
interlc line× circle→ point intersection circle-line
mkcir point× long→ circle circle with known center and radius
lpla point× line× angle→ line line through one point making a
given angle with a known line
medradcir point× point× long→ circle circle passing through two points,
with a known radius
intercc circle× circle→ point intersection circle-circle
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Raphson method, coordinated by a multi-agent architecture with a blackboard. Geometric
methods are fulfilled by expert agents which are production-based systems. A step by step
process completes the blackboard with new pieces of knowledge until the problem is solved
or no new deduction can be produced. An important hypothesis to ensure success is that
the geometric constraint system to solve has to be well-constrained (see Section 1), that
is it has a finite non-void set of solutions [9]. Actually, in this work, we don’t deal with
systems that are not well-constrained.
2.2. Interpretative stage
In the second stage, the required dimensions are used as parameters for the numerical
interpretation of the construction plan. Since used functional terms may provide multiple
results, each functional symbol is associated with a numerical multifunction. For example,
the intersection between a line and a circle, symbolized by interlc, generally produces two
points, and medradcir that builds a circle through two known points, with a known radius,
generally produces two different circles (see Table 2). It is often useful to give a numbering
to the various values produced.
Definition 4 (Numbering). Let g be a multifunction with n arguments and a maximum of
k results. A numbering of g is a functionG with n+ 1 arguments such that
g(x1, . . . , xn)=
{
G(x1, . . . , xn,1), . . . ,G(x1, . . . , xn, k)
}
,
where G(x1, . . . , xn, i) and G(x1, . . . , xn, j) are distinct functions of x1, . . . , xn if i 6= j .
The existence of multifunctions in a construction plan introduces choices in the
interpretation process. Once values are assigned to the parameters, we can consider the
interpretation as the building of a tree labeled with numerical values. The interpretation of
a definition of the form y = g(u1, . . . , us, x1, . . . , xr) produces a branching of degree k if
multifunction g has a maximum of k results. At the end, the tree represents the solution
space, and one solution corresponds to the labels of one branch. Note that during the
evaluation, it may happen that a multifunction does not provide any result. In such a case,
the interpretation stops in this branch. It may also happen that the number of the really
produced results is less than the maximum. So we can distinguish the tree of potential
solutions, called tree of possibilities, and the tree of effective solutions, called tree of
solutions. Note that even if the tree of solutions is smaller than the tree of possibilities,
it may increase fast and be very wide. Obviously, this tree is not really built, but explored
by backtracking [18].
Example 5. A tree of solutions produced for our example after a parameters assignment is
presented on Fig. 4, at the right of the construction plan. The eight solutions (or branches)
are shown on Fig. 5, and numbered from #1 to #8. Each node corresponds to a result for
an identifier, which is written with the result number in brackets.
Thus, we have the following definition to precisely distinguish the solutions.
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Fig. 4. Construction plan corresponding to Fig. 3 and tree of solutions.
Fig. 5. The generated solutions.
Definition 6 (Occurrence of a solution). Let Tu be an instance of a construction plan that
defines the unknowns x1, x2, . . . , xn thanks to the multifunctions g1, g2, . . . , gn numbered
by G1,G2, . . . ,Gn, with the maxima k1, k2, . . . , kn, respectively. A particular solution of
Tu is (G1(u, i1),G2(u, i2), . . . ,Gn(u, in)), where 1 6 i1 6 k1, . . . ,1 6 in 6 kn. We say
that (i1, i2, . . . , in) is the occurrence of this solution.
It is the usual notion of occurrence for tree nodes. For instance, one can read on Fig. 4
that solution #6 has (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1) as an occurrence.
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Actually, the computed construction plan enables to construct all the solutions as well
as other figures which are “false solutions”. The false solutions can quickly be eliminated
thanks to a simple test, as they are not consistent with the constraints.
Example 7. In our example, 4 solutions (numbered 3, 4, 5 and 6) can be eliminated
because the sign of angle a1 is the opposite of what is given in the constraints. Moreover,
among the remaining solutions, we can eliminate #7 and #8 that are identical to #1 and #2
modulo a displacement, in the same way as in YAMS.
But that may be insufficient. In the example presented on Fig. 1, there are 32768 different
solutions for a geometric object made of 15 equilateral triangles figure, but the solution
space can’t be reduced because all of the figures are consistent with the constraints. Other
heuristics are necessary to drastically prune the tree of solutions, eliminating the figures
that doesn’t look like the sketch.
3. Tree of solutions pruning using sketch interpretation
Our purpose is to obtain a single solution figure that bears the best resemblance to the
original drawing. Before explaining the method we use to achieve our aim, let us define
what we mean by saying a figure looks like another.
3.1. Usual criteria of likeness
Similarity is defined by most of the dictionaries as conformity in nature or appearance
between things. Two figures are often said to look like each other if they have some
geometric properties in common, such as relative placing of points, lines and circles, angles
acuteness, and convexity of some parts of the sketch. Conversely, two figures are not similar
if one of the characteristics is satisfied by one and not by the other. This intuitive definition
was proposed in order to eliminate solutions that seemed not “interesting” in the CAD
framework. We only notice that most of these properties comparisons can be held in check
by some simple examples: on Fig. 6 all angles are acute and all points have the same
relative placing so we can’t decide which solution is required; on Figs. 7 and 8 the sketch
has a flaw (convexity or acuteness) with respect to the solution.
Fig. 6. Lack of discrimination criterion.
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Fig. 7. Convexity flaw.
Fig. 8. Acuteness flaw.
These intuitive criteria are not satisfactory. In the following section, a better criterion
based on homotopy is proposed. Note that the verification of geometric properties on
a sketch given by the user, called semantic verification, has already been used in the
framework of geometric theorem proving [13].
3.2. Homotopy as a notion of likeness
In geometry, several notions of likeness between objects exist, depending on the
considered abstraction degree. We try to define a criterion taking exactly into account our
framework, that is geometric figures which are solutions of constraint systems.
When considering only topological properties, the continuous deformation called
homotopy is an usual likeness concept. Let us recall homotopy definition.
Definition 8 (Homotopy). Let P be a topological space, f0 : [0,1]→ P and f1 : [0,1]→
P be two parametric continuous curves. f0 and f1 are said homotopic if there is a function
ϕ : [0,1] × [0,1]→P such that ϕ(x,0)= f0(x), ϕ(x,1)= f1(x), and ϕ is continuous.
An interesting point of this definition is that it makes a bridge between a local notion of
proximity in the Euclidean space and a global one. This aspect seems very interesting
to us since in CAD the sketch can be very far from any solution (see Figs. 6–8). Of
course, this definition is much too general for us because it doesn’t take into consideration
elementary geometry properties of the objects, particularly their type. For example, a circle
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is homotopic to a triangle, and this is meaningless for CAD users. So, we have to refine
this characterization in a geometric construction framework.
Let us first make clearer our notion of geometric type. In [9], we described a figure
as a geometric tuple of objects, such as points, lines, circles, etc. The type of such a
figure is then a Cartesian product of simple types, to which we have to add incidence
relationships. For example, the triangle ABC of Fig. 8 is typed point × point × point ×
segment× segment× segment with the appropriate incidence constraints. With the help of
a coordinates system, we can define a metric topology, from which a notion of proximity
follows. Now we can give our definition of geometric homotopy.
Definition 9 (Geometric homotopy). Given two figures f0 and f1 of the same type
τ1 × τ2 × · · · × τn with the same incidence relationships, we say that f0 and f1 are
geometrically homotopic if there is a continuous transformation
ϕ : [0,1]→ τ1 × τ2 × · · · × τn
preserving incidence relationships, such that ϕ(0)= f0 and ϕ(1)= f1.
Transformation ϕ of this definition can be seen as a tuple of continuous transformations
(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) for the types τ1, . . . , τn.
Example 10. On Fig. 9, the figure composed of a triangle p1p2p3 and his circumcircleC
is considered as having the type point× point× point× segment× segment× segment×
circle. We deform the figure by translating p3 into p′3, that also deforms C into C′.
The continuous transformations applied on the components are: identity on p1 and p2,
translation
−−−→
p3p′3 on p3, identity on [p1p3], similarities of centers p1 and p2 on [p1p3]
and [p2p3] respectively, and a central homothety whose center is on the perpendicular
bisector of [p1p2] on C.
Note that the previous definition may characterize the interactive geometric deforma-
tions as in Cabri [23]. However, we don’t simply deal with figures: we have to keep in
mind the constraint system given by the user as much as the geometric figures. So we can’t
only consider a single solution, but its position in the entire solution space.
Fig. 9. Geometric homotopy.
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3.3. Constrained deformation
If we want to study continuous deformations of a dimensioned figure, not only have we
to define the continuous deformation of a figure, but also of its constraint system. Both
have to be subjected to a continuous deformation, from a particular solution of the system
instanciated by some values u to another particular solution of the system instanciated by
some values v. Actually, the notion of deformation of a system concerns the entire class of
equivalent systems. Thus, we propose the following formalization.
Definition 11 (Continuous deformation of a constrained system). Let S = (U,X,C) be a
geometric constraint system instanciated into Su and Sv with two tuples of values u and v
for U . A continuous deformation from Su to Sv is a continuous function ψ : [0,1] → Rs
such that:
(i) ψ(0)= u and ψ(1)= v,
(ii) for every system S′ such as S′ ≡ S, every well-constrained subsystem σ ′ ⊆ S′, and
every t ∈ [0,1], σ ′ψ(t) has as many solutions as σ ′u.
Recall (Section 2) that S and S′ are said to be equivalent, denoted S ≡ S′, if they have
exactly the same solutions. Point (ii) of Definition 11 is very strong, because it imposes
that any subsystem σ ′ of the whole system S (or an equivalent system S′) keeps the same
number of solutions during the deformation. Indeed, once the parameters are fixed, say to
u, the solution space can be viewed as the class of all systems equivalent to Su. Thus, the
above definition can be regarded as the continuous deformation of a solution space. The
following lemma, directly coming from the definition, will be useful.
Lemma 12. Let S and S′ be two equivalent systems with the same parameters set, and u
and v two instanciations of these parameters. If there is a continuous deformation from Su
to Sv , then there is a continuous deformation from S′u to S′v .
This notion is linked with the notion of continuous geometric deformation of a figure
the following way.
Definition 13 (S-homotopy). Let Su and Sv be two different instances of a constraint
system S, fu a particular solution of Su, and fv a particular solution of Sv . If the following
conditions are satisfied
(i) there is a continuous deformation ψ from Su to Sv ,
(ii) there is a continuous function ϕ : [0,1] → τ1 × τ2 × · · · × τn such that ϕ(0)= fu
and ϕ(1)= fv ,
(iii) ∀t ∈ [0,1], ϕ(t) is a solution of Sψ(t),
then we say that there is a geometric homotopy from fu to fv with respect to the constraint
system S, in short an S-homotopy.
In other words, the deformation of the constraint system must not reach any degenerate
case because, if that occurs, we can jump to another solution instead of always following
the same one, and that is not what we want.
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Fig. 10. Continuous deformation through a degenerate case.
Example 14. On the top of Fig. 10, the triangle ABC given as a sketch has three
constraints: length BC equals k1, distance between line l1 = (BC) and point A equals k2,
and oriented angle in A equals a. The two possible solutions, f0 and f1, are presented
bottom left and right on Fig. 10. When B and C are known, A can be built as the
intersection between line l2, that is at a distance k2 from l1, and the arc associated to
a. It is possible to deform continuously the first solution by translating l2, but if we pass
through the degenerate case, as shown in the middle of Fig. 10 (line tangency), then we
can reach the second solution. Thus, f0 and f1 are not S-homotopic. We will explain later
why the solution we would probably like to keep is f1.
Since the symbolic resolution of a system S consists in building a triangular solved
system T (see [9]) which is equivalent to S, the degenerate cases of S are the degenerate
cases of T , and conversely. Given that, in our case, T is a set of definitions of the form
xi = g(u1, . . . , us, x1, . . . , xi−1), where g is a multifunction, such a degenerate case occurs
when g doesn’t produce the maximum number of solutions, because of particular values of
the parameters. For example, multifunction interlc (see Table 2) building the intersection
between a line and a circle usually produces two solutions, but in the degenerate case where
the circle is tangent to the line, there’s only one solution (Fig. 10). This leads us to give a
numbering for multifunctions values which is compatible with the continuous deformation
of the geometric constraint systems, and which we define as continuous numbering, this
definition applying naturally to a construction plan.
Definition 15 (Continuous numbering). Let g be a multifunction andG a numbering such
that
g(x1, . . . , xn)=
{
G(x1, . . . , xn,1), . . . ,G(x1, . . . , xn, k)
}
.
Then G is a continuous numbering if G is continuous on any domain containing no
degenerate case.
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In all the following, it will be supposed that all the considered multifunctions are
continuously numbered. Now that we defined clearly our vision of likeness and numbering,
we are able to do the link between these notions, by expounding the following theorem.
Theorem 16. Let S be a constraint system, and two instanciations u and v of the
parameters such that there exists a continuous deformation from Su to Sv and a triangular
system solving S. When T denotes this triangular system, two figures fu and fv ,
respectively solutions of Su and Sv , are S-homotopic if and only if they have the same
occurrence (i1, . . . , in) in Tu and Tv respectively.
We do not prove this theorem here, let’s simply say that the proof is mainly made
of continuity arguments. The above theorem is true whatever the symbolic solution T
of S, even if the occurrence is depending on T . More precisely, we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 17. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 16, two figures fu and fv , respectively
solutions of Su and Sv , are S-homotopic if and only if, for every triangular system T
symbolically solving S, they have the same occurrence in Tu and Tv , respectively. In
addition, fu being a fixed solution of Su, there is at most a unique fv solution of Sv such
that fu and fv are S-homotopic.
3.4. Practical numbering
It is worth determining which geometric properties characterize the discrimination
between the values of a multifunction. Following the example of interlc, let us consider
the angle a between the given line and the line that passes through the center of the circle
and one intersection in that order (see top left of Fig. 11). Notice that lines and angles are
oriented. In the degenerate case, a is a right angle. When interlc produces two solutions,
they are discriminated by the acuteness or not of a, that allows us to produce a continuous
numbering for interlc. For instance, solution number 1 will be obtained when a is acute,
and solution number 2 when a is obtuse. Then, for every multifunction we currently use in
our solver, we described such a geometric characteristic (see Fig. 11 for illustrations):
• interlc: builds the intersection i between a line l1 and a circle c. Let a be the angle
between l1 and the line l2 that connects the center p of c and i . There are at most
two solutions for this multifunction. For one solution a is acute, for the other one a
is obtuse. There is a degenerate solution when c is tangent to l1, and then a is a right
angle.
• intercc: builds the intersection i between two circles c1 and c2. The two solutions are
differentiated by the relative placing of three points (clockwise or counterclockwise):
the centers p1 and p2 of the circles, and i . The degenerate solution occurs when c1
and c2 are tangent: p1, p2, and i are collinear.
• mkcir4: builds a circle c2 tangent to a given circle c1. One solution is located inside
c1, the other one is outside c1. The degenerate case is reached when c1 has a radius
equal to zero.
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Fig. 11. Geometric characteristics of multifunctions.
• medradcir: builds a circle c through two points p1 and p2, knowing the radius k.
Like intercc, the relative placing of three points (clockwise or counterclockwise) is
different for the two solutions. In this case, the three points are p1, p2, and the center p
of c. When k = 12p1p2, p becomes the middle of [p1p2], the three points are collinear,
and there is only one possible solution.
• bisectdd: builds the bisector l3 of two lines l1 and l2. The angle a between l1 and l3 is
either acute or obtuse. When l1 and l3 are parallel, we have a degenerate case.
• linev: builds a vertical line l at a given distance k from a point p. The latter is either
at the left or at the right of l. If k = 0, then there is only one possibility for l, and it
passes through p.
• lineh: builds a horizontal line l at a given distance k from a point p. The latter is
either above or below l. If k = 0, then there is only one possibility for l, and it passes
through p.
• ldl: builds a line l2 parallel to another line l1, at a given distance k from it. The angle
a between l1 and −−→p1p2, where p1 ∈ l1 and p2 ∈ l2, is negative or positive. If k = 0,
then l1 = l2.
In each case, moving from a solution to the other consists in a continuous deforma-
tion passing throughout an intermediate figure where the value associated with the char-
acteristic property reaches an extremum. All of the geometric properties defined above
are preserved through a continuous deformation, so they allow us to define a continuous
numbering.
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4. Freezing of a branch
In order to find the solution that the designer expects, we put forward the hypothesis
that the constraints he gave with the sketch reflect his expectations. More precisely, using
Theorem 16 notation, we assume first that there is an instance u of the parameters such that
the sketch fu is a solution of Su, and secondly that there is a continuous deformation from
Su to Sv where v are the dimensions values initially given in the constraints. In this section
we explain how to fulfill the former condition in the case of metric constraints. The latter
is a strong condition, but it seems to be usually achieved. For now, we will not consider
peculiar cases, that will be discussed in the next section. That leads us to a simple way of
finding the required solution, by applying Theorem 16 the following way.
We first point out the fact that, as we said in Section 2, the sketch can be seen as a
particular solution of the constraint system Su instanciated by the tuple u of the values
read on the sketch. Then, we suppose that there is a continuous deformation between Su
and Sv , if Sv is the instanciation of the system by the tuple v of the given dimensions. Thus,
if we can find a solution of Sv having the same occurrence than the sketch, then we can
say that it is the intended solution. Even if it appears to be strange, we try to rediscover the
sketch by the mean of the construction plan.
Practically talking, we take advantage of our formal solving approach by operating the
following way. In a first stage, we apply the interpretation Iu to the triangular solved form
Tu of the constraint system Su with the sketch parameters. At each fork (multifunction)
of the tree of solutions produced by Iu, we can decide which branch to follow by com-
paring, as explained in Section 3.4, the geometric properties of the results of the multi-
function with the data read on the sketch. The aim is that the computed version, that is the
chosen branch, has to be nearly identical to the effective sketch. That way, we can store
the occurrence of this branch of the tree of solutions. This operation is called freezing of
a branch.
In a second stage, for some fixed parameters v, the figure will be found by an
interpretation Iv of the triangular solved form Tv of the constraint system Sv , simply
following the branch that was frozen during the previous step and whose occurrence was
stored. We can restart this interpretation with as many other parameters as we want without
doing the freezing again.
An example of a result provided by this method can be seen on Fig. 12. It shows the
single solution found by using the freezing of a branch on the constrained sketch given on
Fig. 1.
One of the advantages of this method is its speed, because no unnecessary comparisons
are executed. Indeed, instead of geometrically comparing all the objects of the figure with
Fig. 12. The required solution of the sketch given on Fig. 1.
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each other, we only compare, at each junction of the tree, the objects that are brought
into play in the concerned multifunction. Since the treatment is made as the interpretation
goes along, this method reduces significantly the processing time in comparison with a
systematic method.
Example 18. In the example presented on Figs. 1 and 12, it takes more than 1 minute to
calculate all possible solutions, whereas our method gives an instantaneous good answer.
Finally, as we said previously, the geometric criteria on multifunctions are dependent
on lines orientation. For example, with interlc, if we change the line’s orientation, the
acuteness of the angle is inverted, and the solutions swap. So, in order to ensure numbering
preservation, we must check that all lines in the sketch are given with the same orientation
as the ones that will be computed. We have to compare the angle between each line and
the Ox axis on the sketch with what it should be, as the sketch is considered as the result
of an interpretation.
For example, let’s consider a line l1 described in the construction plan by a definition
containing the function lpla that draws the line through one point p, making an angle
α with another line l2. We calculate, using the sketch’s dimensions, what should be
the orientation of l1, knowing the previously calculated orientation of l2. Then, we
compare this theoretical orientation with the effective one. If they are opposite, we change
the sketch’s data by reversing the line. On a formal point of view, the construction is
unchanged. Only the numerical representation of the sketch is corrected.
5. Discussion
The method we exposed in previous section works fine when all constraints are metric.
But another type of constraints is also used in YAMS: Boolean constraints. As examples,
we can cite tangency, or equality of objects. In the case of Boolean constraints, some
information is missing to find the intended solution. Actually, unlike metric constraints that
don’t affect topology, these constraints are not always respected on the sketch, as shown
on Figs. 13 and 14: on the sketch, the circle is actually not tangent to the line contrary to
the constraints given by the user.
We notice that this kind of problem can come down to degenerate cases question. Indeed,
tangency can be seen as a distance between a circle and a line which would be void, that is a
limit case. In these situations, two general approaches can be considered, those correcting
the sketch to fit the previous conditions, and those producing several branches giving a
small subtree to explore.
The first approach has not yet been studied, but it may consist in interpreting the
construction plan with the data read on the sketch by correcting within itself the
inconsistent objects as they go along. For example, on Fig. 13, the sketch could be modified
in such a way that the circle becomes tangent to the line. Among the two possible circles
given by the construction plan, we choose the one that is closest to the circle on the initial
sketch, in the sense of Euclidean distance over the coordinates.
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Fig. 13. Tangency problem: the sketch.
Fig. 14. Two possibilities for tangency.
The second approach consists in making a maximum freezing, that means keeping all
the possible solutions if it is not possible to decide. The result is a frozen subtree that can
be explored thanks to some tools provided by the software. These tools may be of different
kinds. Let us enumerate some possibilities:
• Automatic tools to prune and/or classify the branches of the remaining subtree.
Classical geometric heuristics can be used such as comparisons of certain properties
of the sketch and of the solutions. However, we take advantage of the construction
plan to find out which objects are linked, and to compare their relative positions. This
way, we think that these criteria are more pertinent. In our example above, the two
possibilities for circle c1 can be sorted using the position (left or right) of the circle in
the sketch.
• Algorithmic tools to make faster the complete or the partial exploration of the
solution space. Amongst these tools, which are well known in other domains, we
have experimented a hash table, in the same way as functional languages like OBJ3,
an intelligent backtracking, and some permutations of the construction plan to reduce
the complexity [10]. We plan to use some heuristics coming from the SAT-problem
[4,19].
• User friendly interface: we think that the user can have uncertain ideas and his/her
wishes—expressed thanks to the sketch and the constraints—can be contradictory.
So, we propose a user interface to explore the solution space using the construction
plan. Let us detail these tools.
A first class of exploration tools is inspired by debug tools provided by most of the
development systems in software engineering. This is possible because our approach is
formal and we have a construction plan. So it is easy to do a step by step evaluation,
allowing the user to choose, at each fork, a value among the available results. This simple
mechanism can be enhanced with several kinds of breakpoint tools. Moreover, it is possible
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to offer the opportunity to freeze a part of a tree of solutions between two breakpoints, and
then to skip this part that has become a big step.
We also intend to implement a second class of exploration tools, that is based on the
idea of a magnetic grid. It allows a more intuitive approach of the selection problem. On
the basis of a solution that doesn’t fit the user’s expectations, he can drag the misplaced
element of the figure until one of the positions allowed by the tree of solutions.
6. Results
In order to illustrate our method, we expose here a quite representative example. The
sketch on Fig. 15, showing a lever, comes with 106 constraints including 2 tangency
constraints, tgcl(c1, l1) and tgcl(c3, l2) (see Table 3). Note that to lighten the figure, we
avoided to represent the constraints by arrows, as we did in the previous examples.
Using these constraints, that we cannot explain in detail in such a paper, the solver
produces a construction plan, containing 252 definitions. As among these definitions, 29
have an arity of 2, the tree of possibilities of this constraint system has 229 = 536870912
branches. Actually, some branches lead to an interpretation failure, and others can be
eliminated with a simple constraints verification, so the tree of solutions provided by the
interpretation stage only has 160 branches.
Fig. 15. Sketch of the lever.
Fig. 16. Solutions for the lever.
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Table 3
Constraints of the lever
angarc(p28, p3, p25, a18) angarc(p26, p24, p2, a17) centre(c6, p31)
centre(c4, p29) centre(c3, p28) centre(c2, p27)
radius(c5, k31) radius(c6, k30) radius(c4, k29)
centre(c5, p30) centre(c1, p26) radius(c2, k28)
radius(c3, k27) radius(c1, k26) angle(p13, p16, p13, p11, a16)
angle(p17, p16, p17, p18, a14) angle(p15, p16, p15, p12, a13) angle(p18, p17, p18, p19, a12)
angle(p10, p12, p10, p9, a10) angle(p19, p18, p19, p20, a9) angle(p20, p21, p20, p19, a8)
angle(p21, p20, p21, p22, a6) angle(p8, p9, p8, p7, a5) angle(p22, p21, p22, p23, a4)
angle(p16, p17, p16, p15, a15) angle(p12, p15, p12, p10, a11) angle(p9, p10, p9, p8, a7)
angle(p17, p14, p4, p3, a2) angle(p17, p14, p1, p2, a1) angle(p5, p6, p22, p23,a3)
distpp(p11, p13, k25) distpp(p13, p14, k24) distpp(p15, p16, k20)
distpp(p13, p16, k23) distpp(p16, p17, k22) distpp(p18, p17, k21)
distpp(p12, p15, k19) distpp(p19, p18, k18) distpp(p19, p20, k17)
distpp(p12, p10, k16) distpp(p9, p8, k12) distpp(p5, p8, k8)
distpp(p21, p20, k15) distpp(p9, p10, k14) distpp(p21, p22, k13)
distpp(p23, p22, k11) distpp(p7, p8, k10) distpp(p5, p6, k9)
distpp(p7, p5, k7) distpp(p1, p22, k6) distpp(p1, p23, k5)
distpp(p14, p4, k3) distpp(p4, p3, k2) distpp(p1, p2, k1)
distpp(p23, p4, k4) fixorgpl(p13, l10, p16) onc(p7, c5)
onc(p1, c6) onc(p6, c6) onc(p5, c5)
onc(p4, c4) onc(p23, c4) onc(p3, c3)
onc(p25, c2) onc(p24, c2) onc(p24, c1)
onc(p25, c3) onc(p2, c1) onl(p21, l16)
onl(p23, l17) onl(p22, l17) onl(p22, l16)
onl(p21, l15) onl(p20, l15) onl(p20, l14)
onl(p19, l13) onl(p18, l13) onl(p18, l12)
onl(p17, l10) onl(p16, l10) onl(p16, l11)
onl(p15, l9) onl(p14, l10) onl(p13, l10)
onl(p12, l9) onl(p12, l7) onl(p11, l8)
onl(p10, l6) onl(p9, l6) onl(p9, l5)
onl(p8, l4) onl(p7, l4) onl(p6, l3)
onl(p4, l2) onl(p3, l2) onl(p2, l1)
onl(p19, l14) onl(p17, l12) onl(p15, l11)
onl(p13, l8) onl(p10, l7) onl(p8, l5)
onl(p5, l3) onl(p1, l1) tgcl(c1, l1)
tgcl(c3, l2)
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Our method allows to prune significantly the tree of solutions, providing a four-branched
subtree. The remaining solutions can be seen on Fig. 16. Among the four figures, the
part that remains unchanged corresponds to the metric constraints, and the uncertain part
corresponds to the two tangency constraints. It is not possible to have only one solution
since the tangency constraints are not respected on the sketch. To prune the subtree, we
have implemented other heuristics such as relative placing of circles and lines. With these
heuristics, we found the intended solution, that is the bottom-left part of Fig. 16.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we exposed our formal approach of geometric constructions, that yields a
construction plan from a dimensioned sketch. Then, we defined a notion of likeness coming
from the topological homotopy notion called S-homotopy. This allows us to define in some
way what is the structuring of the solution space of a constraint system. We also proposed
a method to select one solution amongst many, by freezing a branch of the tree of solutions
with the help of the sketch.
This method works fine while all constraints are metric, as we shown on some simple
examples. However, as the limits of our method were clearly identified, we studied some
tools to explore the tree of solutions, and to help the user to find the intended solution.
In previous papers [9], we exposed that a symbolic solving has many advantages. Here
we showed that it is also useful for solutions selection or exploration. Various debugging
tools will soon be implemented, and we plan to develop an intuitive graphic interface to
deal with them.
Further work is needed to analyze more in detail the structuring of solutions space. For
example, in the case of articulated systems animation, one of the problems is the crossing
of dead points. This problem is linked with some degenerate cases, and with the transition
from one branch to another in the tree of solutions.
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